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Ensuring clients’ understanding of the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015
Clients have overall responsibility for the successful management of construction projects. Therefore,
clients must be familiar with the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations to effectively oversee
these projects.
Health and Safety Executive - HSE
Who is CDM training for?
Clients have key roles in construction projects under the CDM 2015 Regulations. This course shows clients
how to comply with CDM Regulations and manage their roles in construction projects.
What does the CDM course cover?
The CDM course covers:
-

An outline of the requirements detailed in the Regulations.

-

Important definitions explained in the Regulations.

-

Applications listed in the Regulations.

-

The main duties that the Regulations place on project duty holders.

What is the benefit of CDM training in your business?
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Clients of construction projects can use this training to learn how to fulfil their duties and comply with the
CDM Regulations. Staff can complete their training at any time to suit your needs.

Video Presentations.

Interactive Games.

Final Exam – Certificates Provided.

The “Client” is the person or organisation who wants the construction work done.
This does not depend on whoever is funding the project.
Any uncertainty as to who is the Client should be resolved by considering who:
Ultimately decides what is to be constructed: where, when and by whom.
Commissions the design and construction work (the ‘employer’ in contract
terminology).
Initiates the work.
Is at the head of the procurement chain.
Appoints the principal contractor and principal designer.
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